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Southern Chivalry
J. Josero

MAHONEY,

719.

HEN the musical word chivalry is wafted to our ears, its
first impulse is to act as a gentle breeze that ruffles up the
peaceful. waters of the soul, flooding our minds with vivid
pictures of those heroic knights of old, going forth in
brazen armor to fight for their God, their country, and to
Khe
satisfy their remantic spirit.
This is, perhaps, the scene this thrilling word paints to many of us in all
its medieval splendor.
Yet there is another picture of chivalry that looms
gigantically before my eyes, at the sound of this romantic word.
Possess-

ing all the trueness of the first, it is not so medieval in its aspect.
These chivalrous knights are clad not in helmets and brazen armor. but
in uniforms of silvery gray. They are the gallant sons of the Confederacy,
who went forth in that eventful year of *61 to battle against overwhelming
odds.
Why?
Because, believing in the trueness of their cause, they con-

fided in God and went forth to shed the last drop of their blood, if needs
be, in the defense of their adopted cause: Southern Chivalry, the grandest
of all chivalry! not so much because of the lofty motives from which it
sprung, but for the heroic manner in which these stanch warriors defended
the cause that they deemed right.

Some would call it treason, but can we call it such?
believe

honestly,

fight bravely,

and

surrender

frankly?

these she presents the most ample title to credit.

Did not the South
And

in each

of

What was the motive,

then, that led the entire populace of the South to rise up as one man, to
withdraw from that glorious Union which their fathers and forefathers had

wrested from Great Britain and cemented with their blood?
ful

motive,

I say,

forced

them

to turn

their

cannon

What power-

against

that

flag
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they once loved, honored, and revered? It was because they believed, as
many of our distinguished statesmen had declared, “that any State, at any
time, could lawfully withdraw from the Union.”
But I wish to unfold before you Southern Chivalry,

opinions.

and not to express

To detect this chivalric spirit, which animated the whole South,

we have but to behold the brave deeds of her gallant sons. Here we find
the true representatives of the Southern people, and the temper which this
whole Southland entered into that gigantic, that prolonged, and that disastrous struggle which plunged our whole country into a state of profound

grief.
Can we ever pluck from the archives of our history names and deeds like

the names and deeds of such valiant men as Lee, Jackson, Hill, Stuart, Johnson, and Pickett—men who were endowed with the rapidity of Napoleon and

the prudence of Washington? What student of history has not heard of that
great cavalry leader, Gen. James E. B. Stuart, called the “Prince Rupert
He was indeed fond of adventure and full of reckless
of the South’?
daring, yet he was a true cavalier in every gentle and chivalric virtue. Who
has not heard of Stuart’s famous raids—the one at Chambersburg, where

he and his brave legions rode around the whole Union forces, cutting off
That daring
supply trains and completely routing the Federal cavalry?
military
great
This
man.
one
but
of
loss
the
with
feat was accomplished

genius was unsurpassed in his own branch of service.

His name stands

immortal with those of Jackson and Lee in the great triumvirate of Virginian heroes.

Who has not heard of Jackson and his famous Stonewall Brigade? Jackson the invincible! It was in the Shenandoah Valley campaign that Jackson first displayed his true military instinct and the highest military art.
It was his secrecy of movement and faultless, tactful skill upon the battle
field that won the admiration of Gen. Lee, who exclaimed, on seeing Jack-

son in the thickest of the fray calmly directing and cheering
Took!

his men,

There stands Jackson like a stone wall.”

It was indeed a sad blow to the Confederate cause when Jackson fell.
“His wounds are not

Gen. Lee, on the occasion of Jackson’s injury, wrote:

so severe as mine, as he loses but his left arm, while in his loss I lose my
right.” The question that puzzles historians of the day is whether Gettys-

burg would have been lost if Jackson had been on the field.
Let us now turn to the great Commander-in-Chief, Robert E. Lee, the
hero who sacrificed honors, wealth and friends for the love of his native
State. Lee loved the Union which he fought for and under whose flag he
But when his own State (Virginia) withdrew, he said,
had won fame.
“Trusting in Almighty God, and in approving conscience, and with the aid
of my fellow-citizens, I devote myself to the cause of my native State, in

whose defense alone will I ever draw my sword.”
Gen.

Lee

was

never

really

defeated; he

could

not

be

defeated;

over-
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powered, foiled in his efforts he might be, but never defeated. Aye, my
friend, Napoleon may have his Austerlitz, Washington his Yorktown, but
it was left to Lee to grow grander and more illustrious in defeat than even

in victory—grander because in defeat he showed a spirit greater than in
heroism of battles or in all the achievements of war—a spirit which crowns
him with a chaplet grander, far grander than ever mighty conqueror wore.
And the day is not distant when his spotless fame will gather new vigor

and freshness, and this fame be claimed, not as a property of a section, but
as a heritage of a united people.
Gen. Lee’s
of performance of duty. At his withdrawal
in command.
The venerable General Scott,
Chief of the Union forces, had the highest
one occasion he said:
“I tell vou that if I

row and the President of the United

ambition was not of glory, but
from the Union he was second
who was once Commander-inrespect of Lee’s prowess
On
were on my death-bed to-mor-

States should tell me that a great

battle was to be fought for the liberty or the slavery of the country, and
ask my judgment as to the ability of a commander, I would say with my

dying breath, Let it be Robert E. Lee.” Ah! great soldier that he was,
princely general that he was, he has fulfilled his mission and has borne it
so that no invidious tongue can level the shafts of calumny at the great
character which he has left behind him.

Ah, kind friends, can we to-day find the names of Generals in the anhals
of our American history that o’ershadow the names of Jackson and Lee—
Generals that have outshone these two sons of the gray in the true military

genius and art of warfare?

Both of these great heroes died with commands

for military movements on their lips, both
Christian soldier produced by any country

the noblest specimens of the
or any age.
Both now rest

under the shades of the trees of heaven.
It is indeed a disconsolate thought when we behold men with such military genius lost to their country’s
Gray’s immortal words:
“Full
The
Full
And

many
dark,
many
waste

cause.

And

then

come

to our

mind

a gem of purest ray serene,
unfathomed caves of oceans bear,
a flower is born to blush unseen
its fragrance on the desert air.”

But now the battle’s smoke has disappeared and peace reigns throughout*
our glorious nation, and from every heart in that bright Southland, from
her cotton fields and her grain farms, from her rich valley and metalpregnant

mountains,

from the lullabies of her thousand

rippling streams

and moaning million of her primeval forest trees, come up to you but this
one voice—this one earnest, united voice?
Flag of our Union, wave on!
wave on, wave ever!
But wave over free men, not subjects; over States,
not provinces; over union of equals, over a land of law, of liberty, and of

peace, and not of anarchy, oppression, and strife.

|
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The Rare Earths and Their

Applications
OO
LAWRENCE W. STRATTNER; 711.
oO

the imagination of the ordinary layman, as well as to a very
large per cent. of the working chemists of to-day, the term
“rare earths’ conveys rather a vague notion.
When, how-

ever, we study their concrete application, we are forced to
admit that the modifier “rare” appears to be a misnomer.
known,

and

Originally given to a group of earths of which but little was
whose occurrence in the mineral kingdom was thought to be

scarce, the name is now applied to a widely distributed class of elements
and their compounds.
We know that more than one-half of the known
elements are “rare,” and we are therefore justified in abandoning this idea
of rarity and applying the term to a fairly definite chemical class, just as
we designate the “Magnesium Group” or the “Jron Family.”
It is only a few years ago that a small group of chemical esoterics pos-

sessed all that was worth knowing about the rare earths.

This state of

affairs has been mightily changed: for this class of minerals has reached
great importance in the most practical of present-day industries.
Before
going any further, it will be understood that such metals as manganese,
nickel, and chromium can no longer be classified as “rare,” because their
extensive occurrence and use do not justify the term.
‘Tungsten serves as
an instance of an element that is about to be relegated to the commonly
known. ones.
Its regular production on a large scale is now an assured
‘fact.
The world’s output of tungsten in 1900 was 150 tons.
In 1905,

3,500 tons were produced, one-half of this coming from Australia, 820 tons
from the United States, and 80% of the latter amount was mined in the
State of Colorado alone.

Some of the best known metals of the “rare-earth” groups are tungsten,
molybdenum, vanadium, uranium, and titanium.
These have introduced
themselves into the steel industry.
Then we have tantalum, thorium,

cerium, yttrium, and zirconium—all friends of the gas and electric light
companies. Besides these, one cduld confuse the untutored mind with such
names as gallium, rhodium, ytterbium, gadolinium, ruthenium, erbium,
enropium, lanthanium, and a score or more of other “iums.”

It was in 1781 that tungsten and molybdenum were discovered ; titanium,

THE S. M. I. EXPONENT
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uranium, and zirconium revealed themselves at the close of the eighteenth
century; cerium, iridium, osmium palladium, rhodium, and tantalum
between 1801 and 1805.
From 1828 to 1830, glucinum, thorium, and
vanadium were discovered, and in 1839 lanthanum was made known.
‘The
period 1842-1850 gave us didymium,* erbium, terbium, and ruthenium.
Cesium, indium, rubidium, and thallium were discovered in the sixties,
and the following ten years witnessed the discovery of gallium.
In the
eighties, various researchers isolated germanium, gadolinium, scandium,
samarium,

amazed

thulium,

and

ytterbium.

scientist and layman

Finally,

Monsieur

alike when they heralded

and

Madame

Curie

the advent of ener-

getic radium. And now everybody knows and speaks of the rediscoyery of
polonium by Madame Curie.
The greatest industries in which the “rare earths” pose as dominant
factors are the lighting industry and the metallurgy of steel. The former
can be separated into two great divisions—incandescent gas lighting and
electrical illumination.
Foremost in the field of using oxide mantles for
incandescent lighting is Dr. Carl Freiherr-Auer von Welsbach.
It was
about the year 1880 that this young Austrian chemist conceived the idea
of impregnating a fabric with salts of the rare earths, burning out the
organic material, and so forming a skeleton or “mantle” of the rare earth
oxides.
We must remember that previous to the work of Dr. Carl Auer,
others had been engaged in this study with greater or less success.
Prof.
Robert W. Bunsen’s discovery of the burner that now bears his name, made
the work of Dr. Auer possible. Lanthanum oxide was the material at first
used for producing incandescence.
‘This oxide emitted a very intense white

light, but a mantle made from this material soon decomposed and crumbled
to powder. It was plain that lanthanum oxide must be combined with some
other substance that would not so easily absorb water vapor or carbonic
acid.
Experimentation along this line finally resulted in the adoption of
zirconia as the substance best fitted for the work.
The commercial manufacture of mantles had now begun.
The consumption of gas with these
mantles was enormous, and, finding it necessary to improve their efficiency,

Dr. Auer found that thorium oxide possessed the desirable qualities.

A

curious phenomenon presented itself at this stage of his work: it was noticed

that the candle-power of the emitted incandescent light was in an inverse
ratio to the degree of purity of the thorium employed.
Experiment proved
that the most practical mantle, giving the greatest candle-power combined

with gas economy, was a mantle composed of a very definite proportion of
pure thorium and pure cerium.
The following table gives the candlepower in variation with this proportion :
*Auer von Welsbach subsequently showed that didymium is not an element; he succeeded in splitting it into two components, called praseodymium and neodymium.
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*CANDLE-POWER OF MANTLES,

S. M.

RANGING

Per cent. thoria.

100.00
99.50
99.00.
98.00
95.00
"90.00

I. EXPONENT

FROM PURE THORIA TO 10%

Per cent. ceria.

0.00
0.50
1.00
2.00
5.00
10.00

.

CERTA.

Candle-power.

A pure thoria mantle, as is shown, gave but very little light; but, strange
to say, about 1 per cent. of ceria was sufficient to produce a marvelous increase of efficiency.
The advent of the thorium-cerium mantle served to give the incandescent
gas lighting industry the greatest impetus that it had ever received throughout its history.
A wonderful series of experiments put these oxides into
practical use and started this line of investigation, and “there hardly seems
to be a prettier field for chemical speculation than is disclosed by the data
on these light efficiencies.”

The demand for the “rare-earth” oxides increased rapidly when it was
discovered that they possessed such desirable qualities for use as i}luminants. Following the blazed trail were laboratory men who designed the
well-known Nernst and tantalum lamps.

A Swedish chemist named

berg discovered and investigated the rare metal tantalum in 1802.
scientists

have

but

recently

established

that

the so-called

Ekel-

German

“tantalum”

of

Ekelberg is only an alloy of the real tantalum. With this discovery and
the production of the metal in its pure state came the revolutionizing of a
large industry, for tantalum gained immediate importance in the manufacture of incandescent lamps for electric lights. The most salient feature
of the tantalum lamp is that only half the amount of current is needed to

produce a light of the same intensity as that of an ordinary lamp with a
carbon filament; and the light is so much brighter and whiter and the life
of each lamp is at the same time increased so considerably that, in view of
all these advantages, it would be more economical to pay one dollar for a
tantalum lamp than to get the old carbon lamps for nothing.

Perhaps the reader is more familiar with the well-known “Tungsten”
lamp, the lamp that places “the electric lighting industry face to face with
a change

of almost revolutionary

character,”’+

and that gives three times

the illumination for the same amount of current consumed by the ordinary
carbon filament lamp, and while better results are promised for various
experimental lamps, this to-day represents the maximum efficiency for commercial incandescent lamps.
‘Their efficiency is so great that they pay for
*Journ. Amer. Chem.

+Science, Vol. XXIV.

Soc., Vol. XXXII.

(1906), p. 819.

(1910), p. 149.
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and accordingly

stalled in the new large office buildings in New York City.

have

been

in-

Furthermore,

since they are made in large sizes, they are able to supplant the are lamp
with a gain in economy as well as in producing a light of much more
pleasing quality without flickering or noise, and without the dirt and inconvenience incidental to trimming.
As a result, in stores, large auditoriums,
and public places, as well as in residences, hotels, and theaters, they can be
used advantageously.*
The Northern Connecticut Light and Power Company of Windsor Locks,
Conn., seeing that quite a number of people owning or occupying moderatesize houses were desirous of using electricity for lighting purposes, but
frowningat the cost of installation, brought to the attention of these people,
through their general manager, Walter P. Schwab, the reduction in cost of

electric illumination by the use of TUNGSTEN LAMPS.
that if he made

them an attractive proposition

company could get the business.

Mr. Schwab reasoned

for wiring the houses, his

Subsequent results proved the soundness

of his reasoning—and the “why” of the tungsten lamp. Although to what
the high efficiency of the tungsten Jamp is due we are unable to decide from
present data, we may readily conclude that tungsten as a “rare earth” has

properties adapted for incandescent lighting.
The chief factor that gives these oxides such importance as illuminants
is their slow vaporizing qualities.
Combined with this property, that of
condueting electricity when hot, made it possible for the well-known physical chemist, Prof. Nernst, to give us a distinct species of the electric incandescent lamp. The “glower,” or the incandescent body of the Nernst lamp,

is prepared from a mixture of rare earths. An interesting feature of this
body is that at ordinary temperatures it is a non-conductor, but becomes a
conductor when the temperature is raised. The Nernst lamp uses oxides in
its construction because they are the most stable compounds known, and
“rare-earth” oxides are employed because they have a higher melting point
than any others. To determine the most desirable of these oxides, fixed in

the best proportion for use, was Prof. Nernst’s greatest work; for only a
few of all the oxides that. conduct electricity are refractory enough to serve
as efficient glowers.

Yttria earths are those usually used in the manufacture

of this lamp, the efficiency of which makes it of considerable importance.
Experimenting with “rare-earth” oxides has been more energetically pursued in Europe than in this country, but with the new and rich deposits at
home, it is not unlikely that new experimental work will be carried on in
private laboratories and workshops. There is unquestionably a great fature
for further important developments in electric illumination in this direc-

tion.
In steel metallurgy we find a vast industry employing the rare metals
with zealous attention.
It is this field that has almost brought tungsten

*Sci. Am., Vol. C. (1909), p. 422.
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within the rank and file of the “common” metals. Its self-hardening property without the usual methods of tempering makes tungsten steel most
useful in the manufacture of armor plates and projectiles. The well-known
German steel foundry and gun factory of Krupp, at Essen, uses uranium
for steel-hardening purposes, and the process is guarded most zealously.
The addition of titanium to steel, although imparting most valuable properties, is still in its infancy, because for its production on a large scale the
technical difficulties have not, as yet, been overcome.
It must not be
thought that only one metal in combination gives best results, for it is
worthy of note that in many cases the compounding of these metals with
nickel or chromium, as tungsten-chromium. steel, molybdenium-chromium
steel, and other similar combinations, gives the inost desired effects.

It should excite the ambition of our youth at home to note that Europe
has so far led in the manufacture of these metals and alloys, and that large
quantities of ores, containing such metals, should be exported from America
to Germany, France, and England, and the finished metals and alloys be reimported to us. With her unrivaled steel industry, her splendid mechanical
possibilities, her abundant supply of raw material, and the increasing demand for higher efficiency, it is high time for America to utilize her natural
resources at home.
The study of this branch of metallurgy; therefore,
seems to offer splendid chances to any American youth with a technical
turn of mind.
Thus we see that the “rare earths” are, or will be, of great importance in
our commercial and industrial life, and their uses are by no means confined ; for the study of all their peculiarities will require many more years
of labor and research. The demand for rare earths has greatly stimulated

search for them in different parts of the world, and the question of the
actual amount of deposits in this country is one that has not yet been definitely settled. Texas produces a great supply of these earths, and valuable

deposits

in

Colorado

and

other Western

States

have

been

found;

but

whether their qualities are equal to those found in Texas is open to doubt.*
With the use of these metals in electrical i/lumination and steel metallurgy,
the demand for their ores will steadily increase, and, with this, the rise in

their commercial value. Important new industries promise to be built up,
Pe “rare earths” serving as nuclei.
*In serectias with the Texas deposits of rare-earth minerals, reference
is made to U. S. Geolog.© Survey,oe Bulletin 340, 3 p. 286-295.
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LIE
A

Barton

Sewell

SQ
Frank M. MUFLLER, 713.

* T was past twilight.

Seated in a heavy

and

ponderous

leather

rocker was Hugh Collins, distractedly paging through a book
and evidently enjoying his meerschaum, as great rings of smoke
rose curling from its bowl.
A thoughtful but calm and determined mien rested upon his countenance.
An art-glass shade over the electric lamp cast a circle of hight
upon

the floor and

illumined

a number

of volumes of law

side by side upon the library table, at his right.

Hanging

books

that stood

opposite him, on

the tapestried wall, were the paintings of his mother and father, but recently done in oil. The sectional bookcase along the wall, to his right, also
extended partly to the rear, and contained select eolunies on the Arts,
Drama and Literature, History, Fiction, and treatises on law.
To the left
stood a roller-top desk piled high with letters and legal documents.
Above
the desk, artistically arranged, hung the pennants of Yale, Cornell, and
Princeton.
The entrance of some one into the room disturbed his reverie.
“Good evening, father,” greeted Hugh, as Mr. Collins drew a mahogany

rocker up to the table and sat down.
He was quite erect and somewhat

slender.

A pair of sharp, deep-set

eyes indicated a quick and keen judgment and a man of deep thought.
Hugh moved somewhat uneasily in his chair. He had been expecting his
father, and he knew perfectly well what was about to come.
It would be

the third and

probably

the last time that his father would

broach

the

matter to him; and the menace in his words of the previous night, “See
that you consider it favorably, by to-morrow evening,” indicated that a
crisis would be reached.
“Well, Hugh, have you reconsidered the matter of taking up that case

for the Brooklyn Borough Gas Company ?”
The question was asked in a kindly manner, but the short silence that
followed it, grew heavy with impending danger. But it served to encourage
Hugh in his resolution, and, turning to his father, he said:
“Yes—I have, Pa!
I’ve tried to see this matter in the light in which
you see it, but I can’t.
I hope you'll not press the issue any pore. Pa,

for really I cannot conscientiously undertake to plead the cause.’

THE
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The father, expecting nothing but a favorable reply, rose from his chair
in anger, and, bringing his fist down upon the table, cried: “What!
You
will not!
Is all my care and solicitude for you come to this?
Have all

your years of training in college and at Yale taught you but to disregard
the wish of your parent, thus to blast his hopes?”
_ Having poured forth his ire, the father’s eyes, fiery and bloodshot from
rage, fell upon
But no.

his son, as if awaiting

a denial

of his former

statement.

“TI shall have to follow the commands of a higher duty—the dictates of
conscience. Be the results what they may, Pa, I cannot, under any circumstances, comply with your request.”

“Then suffer the consequences,” angrily retorted the exasperated father,
and, with his finger pointing to the door, he ordered, “Go!

your higher duty and see where it will lead you.

Go!

Follow

Go where you wish, but

cross my threshold no more!”
Hugh, with no lurking anger or hatred, coolly picked up his hat, and
with extended hand was about to bid his father a last farewell, but the

bitter words, “Go! and not another word from you,” closed his lips and relaxed his arm.
Such a farewell he had not expected.
But duty, duty, his
watchword, steadied his determination, and he went, he knew not where.

For some minutes the infuriated father stood gazing in the direction his
son had gone, and with upraised hand still pointing to the door. When his
passion had cooled, he sank into a chair, muttering to himself:
“All the anticipations and expectations of years thus crushed in a moment. I sent him through college and the university, trusting that one day
he would succeed me as attorney for the Gas Company, but my exertions,

my money have resulted but in this—an undutiful son.
trial for a father !”

O God! what a

It was indeed with a sad and sorrowful heart that Hugh left the paternal

threshold; but the consciousness of having done what was right buoyed up
his spirits. A year’s practice at the bar with his father and the thorough
training received at Yale made him capable of fighting his own battles of

life.

He was

younger

regarded

members

of the

by all as one of the ablest lawyers
bar.

His

straightforwardness

and

among

the

fairness

in

business dealings brought him into prominence.
To preserve his own good name and reputation and the standing of the
family,

Hugh

therefore

determined

to

go

West,

away

from

home

and

family, away from friends. With the nom de plume of Barton Sewell he
arrived at Salt Lake City, where he took up the practice of law. Within
two years he won the reputation of the most able barrister of the far West.

His integrity, his manly character, his honesty, and his skill and knowledge
of the intricacies of the laws obtained for him the appointment of Prosecuting Attorney for the State of Utah.
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But, once in office, he had to contend with political trickery and schemers

of every kind and description.

The

abilities of young

Sewell, however,

were equal to the task.
With his corps of assistants he quietly began an
investigation into the aggressiveness of the large corporations upon state

lands.

Ouster proceedings from small strips of land throughout the state,

successfully carried on, aroused the interest of the people in their young
Prosecutor.
But he almost swept them from their feet when, one bright

morning, the papers published a sensational disclosure.

“Attorney Sewell,”

it read, “the Prosecutor for the state, has unearthed the most gigantic land

steal in the history of the state. The Brooklyn Borough Gas Company has
been working state coal lands for several years... The Governor and state
officials should

have had

a hand

in the monstrous

fraud.

Thousands

of

dollars worth of coal have been mined. Sewell intends to bring ouster proceedings and push a suit for damages to the extent of $2,000,000.”
Requests for personal interviews were turned down by Sewell’s secretary.
Letters containing threats and bribes were ignored by the Prosecutor.
To
the Governor’s request for resignation, Sewell replied:
“T am under oath to perform my duty, and shall not relinquish my office
till I have accomplished my work.
Your obedient servant, in whatever is
just and right.
Barton SEWELL,
“Prosecuting Attorney for the State of Utah.”
Threats of arraying against him the best legal talent of the country did
not daunt the Prosecutor.
Nothing daunted him.
Fearlessly and courageously he pushed the case. The lower courts had decided in his favor.

Now

the final and concluding test was to be made

before the Supreme

Court. Sewell had not as yet met his equal; but the expected attorney had
not yet been arayed against him.

- It was the first day of the trial. The Prosecutor sat at his accustomed
place behind the bar. A twitch, but nothing more, ran through his body
as he caught sight of the company’s attorney, tall, erect, and slender, with
eyes set deep in their sockets, and keen, pass behind the bar. He had not
judged amiss.
The best barrister of the East, the Brooklyn attorney,
started back as he caught sight of the young Prosecutor, calmly observing

him, but, quickly composing himself, he turned and, in deep thought, sat
down.
The

gavel was sounded;

court session began.

was called to plead his cause.

The Brooklyn

Prosecutor, and sternly began:
“Son, do you dare to oppose

your

father

father, reputed the best lawyer in the East?

The

Company’s

attorney

barrister arose, faced the
before

this

tribunal—your

Do you dare to set your paltry

knowledge against my twoscore years of practice in the intricacies of law?
Do vou dare to prosecute a corporation backed by millions, ready to fight

for all that it is worth?”
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Here he paused for a moment as if to give the Prosecutor time for reflection. But Sewell jumped to his feet and obtained. the floor.
“Father !—Father, do you dare to besmirch your character, besmirch
your reputation by defending a cause like this? Do you dare to place the
stigma upon your conscience of having connived in the robbery of two millions of dollars from the State of Utah?
Do you hope to throw the blanket
over your conscience as the Company has thrown it over the eyes of the
people?
Do you think that you can stifle conscience against remorse, in
your declining years, when the activities of manhood are no more to engage
your attention?
I have an oath in heaven to enforce the laws of the state
and to protect the people, and with the Almighty’s help I will do it, come
what may.
I have turned down a cool fortune in bribes and have placed
my life in jeopardy, and shall I now perjure my soul at the pleadings of
my father? No!
Never!
Duty to God and duty to the state demand that
I stand pat!”
With these words the Prosecutor ran to the side of the attorney, who had
fallen to the floor in a nervous collapse.
After a hasty explanation to the
amazed court that he was not Barton Sewell, but Hugh Collins, the son of
this the Brooklyn attorney, he ordered that his father be rushed to the hospital and given the best possible care and attention.
The court was
adjourned.
Another attorney took up the cause for the Company, but the young

Prosecutor so eloquently and forcibly put forth the plain facts and so
clearly defined the law against such acts, that he came forth with a glorious
victory.
%
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In the suburbs of Brooklyn now stands the modest home of Hugh Collins. With him are his parents—the father left in a very weakened condition from his nervous collapse, and the mother old and feeble.
Both are
lovingly cared for by a devoted son, who is likewise prominent in state
affairs of Long Island
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attitude of the

Law,

il

Catholic

Church

towards

the Renaissance

contradicts the absurd assertion that she is inimical to intellectual advancement.
But apart from this consideration, the
study of the relations that existed between the Papacy’ and

ae

the Renaissance makes great appeal to the student of eccle-

Z
siastical history; for, the attitude of the Papacy towards the
Renaissance is the attitude she assumes towards every great and lawful
movement of the human intellect.

The Renaissance is the most brilliant epoch in the artistic and intellectual history of man.

It extends

from

the fifteenth to the middle

of the

sixteenth century and comprehends the revival of art and literature and all
the progressive developments of the later Middle Ages.
At Rome, under
the patronage of the Popes, it matured and attained the highest stage of

its development.
The first of the Sovereign Pontiffs who showed favor to the Renaissance
was Innocent VII. (1404-1406).
Despite the fact that his reign occurred
during the Great Western Schism, he failed not to bestow encouragement

and pecuniary assistance towards the revival of the new learning. Nothing
so well manifests his aspirations regarding the Renaissance as the bull by
which he restored the Roman University. The following is a citation from
the document to which we refer: “There is not on earth a more eminent
and illustrious city than Rome, nor one in which the studies we desire to
restore have longer flourished, for here was Latin literature founded; here

civil law was committed to writing and delivered to the nations; here also
is the seat of canon law. Every kind of wisdom and learning took birth in
Rome, or was received in Rome from the Greeks. While other cities teach

foreign sciences, Rome teaches only that which is her own.”
In his relations to the Renaissance, Gregory XII. (1406) adopted the
course pursued by his predecessor, Innocent VII. During his pontificate
he

summoned

to

the

Roman

Curia

the

illustrious

humanist,

Antonio

Loschi, who substituted the Ciceronian for the old style employed in pontifical letters.
Although many more important cares absorbed the interest and attention

of Martin V. and Eugenius IV., both nevertheless were liberal patrons of
learning.
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Excepting

servedly

Sixtus

to the

IV.

interests

and

Leo

of the

X., no

He is the Maecenas of Renaissance.

admiration

of the intellectual

pope

Renaissance

devoted

as Nicholas

himself
V.

so unre-

(1447-1455).

-

The Vatican Library, now become the

world,

was

founded

by this great

pope.

During his pontificate and under his auspices, Homer, Thucydides, Herodotus, Xenophon, Aristotle, and Plato were translated into Latin. Like his
favorite painter, Fra Angelico, Nicholas V. appreciated the beauty, grandeur, and intellectual wealth of antiquity without losing his admiration

for Christianity and its inestimable treasures.
collecting the works

of the ancients,

he was

Indefatigable as he was in
equally solicitous to procure

-the writings of such intellectual luminaries of the Church as St. Augustine, St. Leo the Great, and St. Thomas Aquinas.
ambition

inspired his undertakings.

The loftiest and noblest

It was his supreme

wish

capital of Christendom the mistress of classical literature
of the sciences and arts.
Thus far the Renaissance manifested no positively evil
one of the popes considered himself confronted by heresy.
them could be reproached for the protection he extended to
it would be Nicholas V., who showed indulgence to such
Filelfo, Marsuppini, and Valla—men who, beyond their

to make

the -

and the center
tendency
Not
If any one of
the Renaissance,
men as Poggio,
literary talent,

deserved no esteem.
During the pontificate of Calixtus IIT. (1455-1458) the Renaissance
developed a semi-pagan spirit which became a menace to Christianity.
Heeding the protests of certain religious orders, Calixtus III. indicated

and condemned the pernicious tendencies gnawing away the vitals of Christian society. Instead of lavishing the revenues of the Church upon degenerate humanists, he employed them to defray the expenses of a crusade

against the Turks.

:

In combating the evils of the Renaissance, Pius IT. (1458-1464)

measures

even more radical than those of his worthy predecessor.

adopted

Piti-

lessly he exiled from the papal palace morally depraved humanists. and
retained sympathy for none but those animated by Christian principles.
Despite the reform inaugurated by Calixtus III. and continued by Pius
II., the evils seemed to grow in magnitude.
In restraining the study of

antiquity Paul II. (1464-1471) endeavored to stay the Renaissance from
the excesses into which it was precipitously rushing. Hatred of intellectual
enlightenment

did not inspire his reformatory

measures,

for he protected

Christian scholars and enthusiastically aided the introduction of printing
into Italy. The evil wrought by the Renaissance was too deeply rooted, and
all attempts at reformation provoked the ridicule and contempt of the worshipping votaries of pagan antiquity.

As regards the Renaissance, Sixtus IV. (1471-1484) returned to the
policy pursued by Nicholas V. One of his first pontifical acts was the
reopening

of the

Vatican

Library.

With

such

persistent

energy

did

he
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prosecute the search for manuscripts, that more than one thousand were
acquired in ten years.
He
Academy and commissioned

approved the reorganization of the Roman
Platina to write the History of the Popes.

Though blameworthy by the example he set, Sixtus TV. did not fail in his
doctrinal mission.

The subsequent popes, especially Alaxander VI. and Julius IL., famnit:
iarly known in history as political popes, were all favorably disposed
towards the Renaissance.
Historians style Leo X. (1513-1521) as “the incarnation of the Renaissance,” and his reign as “the golden age of Renaissance.”
This was the

age of the Italian poet Ariosto, the

historians

Machiavelli

and Paolo

Giovio, the sculptor Michael Angelo, and the painters Raphael and Murillo.

Leo X. liberally lavished money and praise on, the creations of the hest of
geniuses whom he had summoned

to the papal palace.

In this same great

age, a great impetus was given to the study of Platonic philosophy. Under
the patronage of Leo X., the Bible was translated into Latin directly from
the Hebrew,

original texts.

and the Greek

Fathers of the Church

were studied from

the

Many, whilst admitting the incalculable services rendered

by this illustrious Pontiff to classical literature, art, and science, malign
his private life. The assertion that Leo X. was a Christian neither in faith
nor morals is a gross calumny.
Leo was not ignorant of the fact that
many humanists sought in antiquity the principles of their wicked opinions.
and vicious deeds.
He was likewise aware that many artists, infatuated
with the beauty of form, discarded all Christian inspiration and sought in
their Saint Sabastians, Saint John the Baptists, and Magdalens to display
their knowledge of nude physical beauty.
Leo X. proclaimed the existing

degeneracy and also the will to remedy the evil.
(1513)

In the Lateran Council

he condemned the prevailing false doctrines and urged all masters

of philosophy to fight error without respite, to refute the objections of the
incredulous, and to establish the truth of Christianity.
This is the réle played by the Papacy in one of the great world movements.
Shall we heap reproaches upon it for the attitude it assumed

towards the Renaissance, because ae latter, like all human developments,
yielded to much-regretted excesses?
Her enemies would seize it as an
irrefragable proof of her homtihiest to learning, had she pitilessly branded

and censured this intellectual movement.
Yea, rather a certain splendor
and grandeur envelops the’ Papacy because of her solicitude -for what she
regarded as progress
intellectual culture.

in art,

science,

literature,

civilization,

moral

and
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A student from Dartmouth College, writing to the Irish
World, strongly urges Irishmen and their sons not to purchase McClure’s magazine. We heartily endorse the action

Mr. McClure made very intaken by the student of Dartmouth College.
It happened
Church.
Catholic
the
and
Irish
sulting remarks about the

that there were students present who did not apreciate the insults, and
McClure was called to order by several Irish students, and “he stuttered

On being questioned concerning Home
and stammered like a schoolboy.”
said if it should come, Ireland
publisher
rule for Ireland, the magazine

would be run like New York, by crooks, saloon-keepers, and the like.
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“McClure dare not publish such insults in his magazine. We trust he will
soon understand that he owes an apology to the thousands of Irish Catholics in the United States.

In the meantime, “Don’t take McClure’s.”

The recent strike at Ludlow and the street railway strike

Strikes

in Philadelphia have served as good examples to show the
evil effects attending them, and have called public attention to the need of legislation. In “the Philadelphia strike, thousands of
men left their work in sympathy with the striking street-car men, and as a
result the whole city was in an uproar, and city officials were powerless.
_ Traffic was tied up, and when the street-car companies did resume, it was
under a great difficulty.
The car windows were often broken, making it
unsafe for passengers to ride, This strike has meant a setback to the large

industries of the city, and consequently a large financial loss which will be
felt to a certain extent throughout the United States.

Mr. Robert Luce has introduced a bill in the Massachusetts Legislature
designed to prevent the constant disturbances of society by strikes.
In
Massachusetts the average number of strikes per year is about two hundred,

and in the United States, for the twenty-five years preceding 1906, there
were nearly thirty-seven thousand.
Less than five per cent. of these were
settled by arbitration.
Mr. Luce’s bill calls for a mandatory investigation

upon the application of either party, and it shall be illegal to strike or
lockout until

the investigation

has

been

made.

from a law in force in Canada since 1907.

Mr.

Luce

took the idea

The law itself is based upon

public opinion, and over ninety-seven per cent. of the arising disputes have
been settled with the cessation of work. The Canadian law was made only

to apply to public utilities and mines, but is soon to be extended to all
labor disputes.
Mr. Luce has incorporated a clause in his bill forbidding
employers to bring in strike breakers while the investigation is going on.
In this new bill there is a provision for a speedy investigation. The board
must be organized within fifteen days after the application has been re-

ceived, and within ten days after investigation, the findings of the committee must be made.
This bill, though it seems favorable to both employ er and employee, was
opposed by delegates of the Massachusetts labor unions. They proposed a
substitute bill providing that all strikes be investigated by the State Board
of Arbitration and Conciliation, and that their findings be made public.
This law would still leave an opening for the elements of heat and haste
usually attending a strike. Moreover, the unions would be allowed to strike
at will, which

does not appear ‘reasonable.

Many

labor leaders

and

em-

ployers are, however, offering their support to Mr. Luce’s bill, which, if
passed, will be a great aid to the employer and employee, and the wheels
of industry will go on unmolested.
JOHN O’CONNELL, 710.
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A few years ago the whole Catholic world was roused to

French

a high pitch of righteous indignation when it stood helplessly by and watched that cruel, heartless, and atheistic

Fraud

government of modern France drive from its confines all religious orders
And

in a determined effort to separate church and state.

scarcely had the

religious left when the representatives of that godless government pounced

like hungry wolves on the properties and belongings of those banished
It sent a shudder through every fair-minded man to read of the
people.
crimes and depredations committed against those struggling religious who
peacefully submitted to the outrages heaped upon them, and who left their
country, banished as exiles because they ‘were men of God.
When, over seven years ago, the French Government, incited by the
Premier of that time, Waldeck-Russeau, determined to confiscate all church
properties, they thought to add fabulous amounts to the treasury; in fact,
so attractive was the wonderful dream picture of those money-grabbing

infidels that they promised the workingmen that they all would revel in the

riches hidden away in the convents; and, further, that every old person in
France would be pensioned. It indeed presented a pleasing picture to those
The Government
dissatisfied mortals who are to.be found in every land.
consequently, to
nor,
exist,
to
right
legal
no
had
convents
the
that
argued
The Government had only to reach out and grasp: and
possess property.
erasp it did with all the ferocity and brutality of a wild animal tearing its
prey to pieces, until its terrible work was finally brought to an end because
The religious, the
there were no longer any schools or convents to seize.
rightful owners, were ignominiously driven from their native land.
Since then the baln of time has slightly closed the wounds and the world
But
has almost forgotten the seizures and spoliations which took place.
of
discovery
the
by
light
lurid
most
the
in
back
brought
now all is suddenly
a gigantic fraud which implicates the liquidation of the confiscated properties. For six long years these public looters have steadily confiscated, not
for

Government,

the

enormous

sum

but

represents

for

themselves,

17,000,000

over

derived

over half of the money

This

franes.

the sales.

from

One of the liquidators, M. Duez, was discovered to have appropriated over

two million dollars.

At last, after six years of indiscriminate

stealing by

officials, and after all expenses had been paid, the French Government discovered that they had realized only $38,000 from properties at one time

valued

at over $200,000,000.

punishment

France,

however,

has

brought

about

its own

by her crimes, for at present schools must be provided

and

taught, not by poor religious, but by high-salaried officials ; charitable institutions

must

be started,

and,

above

all, now

that

religion

has

no

place

in

France, prisons, and a great many of them, to hold the impossible result-

ants of such a state of affairs.

Ianatius Harr, 710.

The

Apostolic

School

of

Urakami,

Japaa.

The above illustration shows the Apostolic School of Urakami.
This
building was erected to accommodate Japanese young men who are desirous
of becoming priests and religious to aid Christianizing their native country.
Pope Pius X warmly endorses this movement and has confided the arduous
work to the Society of Mary.
Many of the Exponent readers have contributed to the Japanese Scholarship Fund these past years. Our generous
contributors can see from the above building that the work involved is gigantic.
We trust that many more of our readers will aid in this good work of propagating the faith to the Japanese.

Japanese

Scholarship

Fund.

Cash on hand for the Third Endowment Fund, $1 70.80.
List of Contributors since February,

1910.

Chicago, I/7.—In honor of St. Joseph, $1.00.

Cincinnati. O.—Mrs. M. Klimper, in memory of her son, Benard Klimper,
$20.00.
Dayton,

O.—Notre Dame Scholarship of Notre Dame Academy, $60.00.

Saint Lours,
San

Antonio,

Mo.—A

Benefactor, 35c.

Texas.—Mrs.

Clara

Umscheid,

$1.00.

Cash on hand for the Third Endowment Fund $253.15.
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Dr. JAMES A. AVERDICK, '70 has graciously
accepted to precide at the Unveiling and Dedication
Exercises of the Portrait of Brother Maximin Zehler.
He has written to a number of the oldest of the

.
James A Averdick,

Old

Boys and hopes to succeed in having a number of
his old classmates present for the occasion.
WeWould be pleased to have others do the same and

help us to have a large attendance.
To accommodate those who would be unable to get away from their
place of business more than one day the Zehler Committee has thought
it best to have the Unveiling at 11 a. m., June 16, followed by a
banquet which will be tendered the Old Boys of the 50’s, 60's, 70's
and 80's. Commencement will take place the same day at two p. m.,
and thus those assisting at the Unveiling can readily attend Commencement.
Personal

Invitation

The

Zehler

Committee

is actively

at work

to secure

-a

—_Jarge attendance at the Unveiling and Dedication of the

portrait of Brother Zehler. Personal letters have been sent ’
to a number of the Old Boys who attended college while he was President
of S. M. I., and the Committee hopes to reach them all in a few weeks.
A Grand

Reunion

The

Unveiling

and

Dedication

Exercises

on

June

16,

the day of Commencement, bid fair to bring to St. Mary’s

the largest number of the Old Boys of the 50’s, 60’s, and
70’s ever gathered at St. Mary’s. We rely on the codperation of all tLe Old

Boys.

We are only too happy to furnish you addresses of your old chums.

Get busy, and help to make the occasion a grand success.
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A large number of the Old Boys have written to us requesting a copy of the special print of the portrait of
Brother Zehler. We have gladly sent them copies, and are
prepared to send a copy to all desirous of possessing a lasting souvenir of
the grand old man who labored so earnestly and devotedly in the early
decadesof St. Mary’s existence.
Zehler
Portrait ..

We have already announced our intention of issuing 2
We are gathering material for the numZehler Number.

Zehler
Number

ber, and

can

confidently

announce

that the May

issue will

We want as many Old Boys as possible to give us
be the Zehier Number.
their reminiscences of S. M. I. in the days when Brother Zehler was active
in upbuilding St. Mary’s. Your article need not be a long one if you are
pressed for time; but do send in something. Leave it to the Alumni Editor
to incorporate it with those of others in order to have an interesting “story”
Do not postpone your “write-up”; get busy and
from different phases.

send it in by the close of April, if possible.
the past

_It’s there yet, but the improvements introduced

The Old.

few years have helped to alter things considerably for the
Of course we would like to have a brand-new
better.
of ours who died recently was not rich, so we
uncle
the
Theatorium, but
However, the “altered” Gym is a considerable
will have to wait a while.
We feel sure it
improvement, and there is class to the Commencements.
Gym

would do the real Old Boys good to take in another Commencement, and to
tell us how things were done in days gone by. Try to be here for the Un-

veiling

of the Portrait

at 11:00

Zehler,

of Brother

16, and

June

A.M.,

attend Commencement in the afternoon.

COMMENCEMENT.
Azoystus
ciation, was
arrangement
for a meeting of the officers
Alumni
Banquet

Joun F. Maugr, 796, Vice-President of the Alumni

Thursday, April 7%.

Association, came down
F.

Swrerman,

J. Warp, 799, President of the Alumni Assoout at S. M. I., Sunday, April 3, to make
with the President, Rev. Bernard O’Reilly,
of the Alumni Association, which was held

704,

from

Greenville,

Secretary,

and

L.

EMMET

Ohio, for the meeting.
Epgar

Orenporr,

°99,

Treasurer,

and Harry F. Carpet, 799, were likewise present.
It is the wish

Booster

Committee
_

and desire of the officers of the Alumni

Association to have a record-breaking attendance at the
Alumni Banquet in June. To this end a Boosters’ Com-

mittee of two from each class will be appointed for the purpose of a large
representation, or, if possible, a full attendance of their respective classes

at the banquet.
Unveiling

and

Dedication

Exercises,

June

16,

11:00

a.m.
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anticipated the wishes of

The Class ’07 has somewhat
Class °07

the

Boosters’

Committee

and

have

active

been

for some

weeks in the endeavor to secure the reunion of the entire
We know of another Class that bids fair to rival them
Class of seventeen.
in numbers.

‘Souvenir

Album

The

ExponeENT

artist is studiously

at work

photos for a new souvenir album of S. M. I.

grouping

Judging

from the first groups coming from the artist, we are safe
in concluding that the album will be a first-class article and will show St.
We have the buildings and the grounds, and the
Mary’s off to advantage.

Exponenv artist is certainly to be congratulated on his artistic work.

One

of our Inserts in this issue will give you an idea of what the album will beALUMNI

CHRONICLE.

At a large meeting of the Dayton
nevolent and Protective Order of Elks,
-?89, was elected Exalted Ruler of the
installation of officers was held on the

April.

Lodge of the BeGus E. DECKER,
The
local lodge.
first Thursday in

We wished we were there, but we did not have

the grip.
:
We congratulate Gus on his election as “Exalted
Ruler.” Gus has been popular in all circles in Dayton.
At the Annual Alumni Banquet in June, Gus is called
Gus. E. Decker
upon to speak, and repeated demands made for “more
;
stories.” Gus is a good “story teller,” as the Alumni all know.
Rey. James M. Ryan, 702, attended the last number of
Rev. James

M. Ryan, 02

the Knights of Columbus Lecture Course given by Father

The next day he visited the colMacCorry, the Paulist.
was greatly pleased over the
and
classrooms,
former
his
over
lege, looked
interior alterations and extensive improvements on the campus.

In a recent letter, in renewing his subscription, he writes: “While I am
an admirer of the Exponent from cover to cover, I wish to say that T am

In a few
particularly pleased with the new department, Book Reviews.
pithy sentences you indicate the essence and general scope in such a way
that one may easily know whether or not it would suit one’s needs to pur-

chase the work. I was especially pleased with the reviews of The Popes
and Science and The Hindrances of Good Citizenship.”
Elmer
Heile, 04

Elmer Heile, ’04, in company with Miss Agnes Mc—='Tyoue, of Covington, visited St. Mary’s in early March.

A few days later Elmer brought his little brother Marcellus to St. Mary’s. The latter is now a resident student with his brother
Leonard.
Commencement,

June

16, 2:00

p.m.
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Elmer, on leaving college in ’04, entered the
trols the Cincinnati Grain Company.
Later
Latonia Elevator until its destruction by fire,
Mr. Frank Heile, accompanies Mrs. Heile on

extends over six months,

office of his father, whe conhe took full charge of the
six months ago. His father,
a tour to Europe.
The tour

and the principal countries of Europe

visited.
Paris, London, Rome, Berlin, Oberramagua,
be some of the interesting spots of the tour.

William
Duffy, 06

and

will be

Jerusalem

will

.William Duffy, 706, is a loyal “booster” of S. M. I. He
never fails to visit the college when near the city. Recently
he

accompanied

placed his nephew, J.

Mr.

Howard

Gilligan

to

Dayton,

Howard Maguire, among the resident students.

who

Wil-

liam is greatly interested in all that pertains to S. M. I., and is enthusiastically loyal tothe college.

To
Europe

R. P. BurkHarpr and daughter, Miss Mary; Barry S.
Murphy with his mother, Mrs. Murphy, and sister. Miss
Mary; Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Schaeffer and daughter, Miss
Margaret; Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Hochwalt and Miss Josephine Schwind, all
of Dayton, left Boston, March 29, on a trip through Europe.
Mr. and Mrs.
Heile, of Covington, Ky., were on the same boat. Two S. M. I. boys who
were attending college this year, and who accompanied their parents on
this trip, are George Hochwalt and Joseph Schaeffer.
We wish the happy
party al la bon voyage, a pleasant time throughout the trip, and a safe
return.
Auf Wiedersehen !
;
James

Reidy,

James

09

Reidy,

*09,

sent

the

Alumni

Editor

a souvenir

postal of the Globe Wer’ *ke Plant, Norwood, Ohio, where

he is employed.
James, we’re having a birds-eye view of
St. Mary’s made, and it looks good to us. In the meantime we’ll send you
some views of S. M. I. recently made.

Brother
Michael, S.M.

of St. Callistus.

We received a card from Brother Michael, S.M., former

[ny spector of Schools in the American Province.
The card
hailed from Rome, and was a souvenir from the Catacombs

Brother Michael traveled westward through the United

States. visited the Hawaiian Islands, spent some time in Japan, which he
left a few months ago. He had a special audience with the Holy Father,

details of which we hope to publish ini the next issue.

Brother Michael is

now at Nivelles, Belgium, where he holds the position of Superintendcnt of
the Board of Education at the General Administration of the Society of
Mary.
Unveiling

and

Dedication

Exercises,

June

16,

11:00

a.m.
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and

deacons March

Ertet,

19.
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Martin

Varury,

*04,

were

They are both studying at

St. Mary’s Seminary, Ellenora, Ohio.
On the return of
Moeller from Rome, this summer, they will be elevated to the

Archbishop
priesthood.
He is making
Frank Weinig, ’03, was ordained sub-deacon March 11.
his theological studies at Kenrick Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.
Brother Walter Tredtin, who was a day scholar at St. Mary’s during the
*90’s, and who entered the Novitiate of the Society of Mary later, is now
He received Minor
living at the Villa St. Jean, Friburg, Switzerland.
Broruer JoserH Trrziarr, °05, will be ordained
Orders Februar y 19.
Both these young men are making
priest July 31, and return to America.

their studies at the University
all the seminarians a happy

of Friburg.

The

Alumni

and successful completion

Editor wishes

of their studies.

Fred W. Burkley, *79, of Columbus, after ailing in
for nearly a year, departed this life October 28,
health
R. I. P.
1909. An operation for appendicitis was resorted to in the
effort to save his life, but the effort was in vain. We regret that we were
We extend
unable to publish the account of his death before this issue.
in peace.
rest
he
May
him.
survive
who
son,
and
wife
his
our sympathy to
7,
March
on
Philippines,
the
of
ernor-general
gov
the
from
cablegram
A
announced the death of Peter W. Eagle, Jr., 98, who for a number of
He was well
years had been in the government service in the Islands.
known

in his home

city, Miamisburg,

where he had a wide circle of friends.

His death was due to apopl exy.. We offer our sympathy to the parents and
relatives of the deceased. May he rest in peace.
BERNARD KIRCIENER, 01, of Cleveland, Ohio, called
to see a number of his ae at St. Mary’s on Sunday,
March 13.
“Barney” is again with W estinghaus, and
helping to supervise the installation of an electrical
plant in Cincinnati.
Several reminiscences of his trip to Europe were referred to, where he met several of St. Mary’s Old Boys.

He
\{.
He
faculty that had been
Beard Kirchner

was pleased to note the advancement made by S.
., arid the improvements made these past ten ‘ears.
regretted to note the absence of the old members of
his professors. “Barney” is quite a kodak fiend. and

carries a large number of photos taken by himself i in his travels. By means
of these he can give you an “illus trated chat” on many points of interest.
The Old Boys who visit Cleveland should remember that “Barney” has an
auto.
Call on him as you travel that way, and he will show you a good
time.
Commencement,

June

16,

2:00

p.m.
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CLARENCE J. GOCHOEL, 703, brought a prospective student to see S. M. I. We wish more of the Dayton Old

Boys would bring out their friends and show them all
around Alma Mater.
Just take a trip around southern Ohio, or talk with
those that have taken the trouble, and you will see that you have reasons to ©

be proud of good, old St. Mary’s.

Clarence has called several times during

the year, and Alma Mater is always glad to meet him.

Charles
Nash, 96

CHarLES NasH, 796, together with JosEPH ABET., ’93,
called on the President, April2. Charlie is connected with
the Sanitary Mfg.

Co., of Pittsburg, Pa.

He was visiting

his folks in Dayton and took the opportunity to call at St. Mary’s in company with Joseph Abel.
Many of the improvements made these past years
were new for Charlie, and he was pleased to see the strides made along
different lines.
:
As he is Assistant Editor of Modern Sanitation, a magazine copiously and
handsomely illustrated, we submitted some of our cuts for the new souvenir
album for his criticism. He pronounced the artistic grouping of the photos
by our Exponent artist as first-class work, and he ought to know.
We
were especially desirous of haying his opinion relative to thesworth of a new
bird’s-eye view of S. M. I., now Sone made for the ExpoNeNT.
Our ExPONENT readers have had the ocasion of seeing the work of one of Charlie’s
Pittsburg artists in the cover for special issues of the ExpoNENT.
Call to
see us again, and let it so “long between visits.”
Our March issue of the EXPpoNENT gave an interesting account of the visit of Will I. Ohmer, °69, to S. M. I.
and of his work in the business world.
Like his relatives and many friends, we were delightfully surprised
to learn that he had become a benedict in New York
City on April 2. Miss Grace Dana Snyder is the girl
of his choice.
Brother Edward Gorman, whom he had visited quite

Will I. Ohmer

recently, received an announcement of the marriage in
the shape of a handsomely engraved announcement card.

His personal friends in the city of Dayton, in addition to announcements,

received cards stating that after the first of May he would take up his
abode with Mrs. W. I. Ohmer at 145 West Fourth Street. Congratulations
and best wishes, Old Boy, from your Alma
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HIGHEST HONORS FOR MARCH.
Collegiate Department.

ee

IeTeRe

et Walter Roemer, 93; Francis Kelly, 86
ee nate

te

Wilfried Walter, 92; Robert Fleming,
Senior Science
John Kelly, 86; Ignatius Hart,
eh
eta
ee
SOMO LRUEID, cose cae
Strattner, 87; Francis Murphy,
Lawrence
Science
Junior
5+- Leo Schmitt, 89; Thomas Cobey,
Sophomore Letters. :... 2.2.0.5
:..Harry Ritter, 86; William Howe,
Sophomore Science
Freshman Letters—B.A.......... Frank Mueller, 93; Thomas Kearns,

89
84
86
85
82
86

Freshman Letters—B.L.........-/ Alphonse Mahrt, 94; Wagner Mayer, 88
é

Business

Business II
Business I

:

Department.

Earl Raney, 94; J. Harrington, 94; T. Klos, 92
Lawrence Bucher, 96; Henry Schei, 96
High School.

Fourth
Platt?
Second
Second

George Gonzalez, 95; Arnold Schneider,
Year
Joseph Graham, 99; Leo Walsh,
VCAN oes a ew ck oe as oo 85
Year-—A <3 is.:.-2.5.3<. Depa Herbert Hook, 95; Henry Farrell,
Robert Sherry, 98; Frank Thill,
Year—B

94
99
94
97

First Year—A...........A. Burgmeier, 97; A. Kuntz, 97; C. Speegle, 97
Cyril Hochwalt, 97; Leonard

First Year—B

Preparatory

Swift, 96

Department.

Eighth Grade—A. .........6.---00- Philip Burch, 98; Robert Fries, 96
Eighth Grade—B
Seventh Grade
Sixth Grade
Gee
Pitta ONAN:

oA

Joseph Weser, 90; Walter Reitemeier,
-J. Schaefer, 93; L. Monning, 93; C. Howe,
George Hochwalt, 89; Louis Kubkowski,
eA ee ee vot Arthur Buecher, 91; Lawrence Seidl,

90
90
89
97

CHRONICLE.

Hans AMANN, 710.

We haye seen a long and severe winter, but now sweet, smiling spring has
commenced her reign.

Meadows

are clothed in luxuriant green; the sun’s

pleasant warmth is felt once more; silvery fountains are flowing again;
flowers innumerable are seen in the fields, and blossoming trees perfume
Be

sure

to get a College

Album

in June.
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the atmosphere. Even the gay little birds, songsters dear, come to cheer us
again.
All nature awakens and brings cheer and happiness to the human
heart. It becomes more glorious from day to day, and soon will be seen in

all the splendor and abundance with which the Creator endows it.
should

strive to advance towards perfection from

We too

day to day in order to

behold that Eternal Spring which should be the only object of our desires.
The ©
Story

The closing entertainment of the splendid course given
under the auspices of the Knights of Columbus, at St.

Beautiful = Mary’s Institute, was the lecture entitled “The Story Beautiful,” presented Thursday evening, March 10, by the Reverend Father
McCorry. A very large and attentive audience filled the vast auditorium
to hear the story of the life of Christ. The lecture was profusely illustrated
by truly wonderful reproductions in fac-simile colors of the world’s greatest
modern paintings.
The
Oratorical

The Oratorical Contest for the Griffith Gold Medal was
held on March 16. It was largely attended by Daytonians

Lae

and a number

from neighboring

cities.

The

medal was

awarded to Wagner Mayer, of Sidney, Ohio.
All the contestants deserve
much credit both for composition and delivery.
The success achieved in
this contest is due to the untiring efforts of Brother John Nickol, S.M.,

whose work with the Dramatic Association has elicited much favorable press
comment.

!

The Eulogy on Abraham Lincoln, by Hans Amann, Southern Chivalry,
by J. Joseph Mahoney and Hubert A. Estabrook, and the Colored Problem,
by J. Wagner .Mayer, were the subjects of the evening.
Brother George
Sauer, S.M., Inspector of the schools and colleges of the Brothers of M ary,
together with two Alumni of S. M. I., Dr. AtBerr J. Moorman, 00, and
CLARENCE P. Kramer, ’03, officiated as Judges.
Very appropriate selections were well rendered by the Student Orchestra,
and contributed to make the evening a pleasant entertainment.
The Panama

On

Canal, by

students

A. J. Moorman
very

closely

Monday,
of

the

March

14, Dr.

Business

A.

Classes

J.

Moormawn

about

the

told

Canal

the

Zone.

Turing his recent visit there he had occasion to observe

the conditions

of affairs.

He

stated

that

though

the

work

of our American physicians, yellow fever and other diseases endemic

in

that region have been entirely stamped out.
The Americans, he said will
have in the Panama Canal a monument of their ability to combat nature

successfully.
G. W.

Hudson,

—
Armament

Qn

Tuesday

afternoon,

March

15, Mr.

G. W.

Hudson,

retired from the United States Navy, discussed with the
— Business students the subject of Armament.
A complete

history of the modern

rifle was given, going back

as far as the primitive

THE

sling and stone.
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very highly the target practice

as it. is

now conducted in our navy.
John Zonars,
What proved to be a most interesting lecture was the one
oo”
given by Mr. John Zonars on his native land, Turkey. The
PaERCE
chief reason for the lack of industry in Turkey,he said,
was the fact that their religion does not allow them to make use of any of
our modern conveniences. The life of a dog, he stated, is more respected
than the life’of a human being. Their Fire Department is verv primitive,
the old hand-buckets being used, together with a lot of noise and shouting
among the firemen themselves.
The
March

Amusements

Third Division had their annual potato roast on
10. Dividing into groups of nine, they built fires,

and soon potatoes roasted and corn popped.

On St. Pat-

rick’s Day the Irish and Germans of the Division united in rendering a
musical program, and in the “Dutch-Irish” basket-ball game the: Germans
were victorious.

On St. Joseph’s Day the Third Division had a “minstrel” play, which
would have made Philbctetes himself smile, and the pennant presentation,
each captain
strains.

and

his warriors

displaying
'

MUSICAL

their emblems during martial
E. C. Purpus, 715

NOTES.

The S. M. I. Orchestra rendered a program at the lecture of Father
McCorry that would do credit to any professional orchestra.
The program
was as follows:
“The Heavens Are Telling” (Creation)
Haydn

“Cujus

Animan”

“OQ Shining Light”
“Ave Maria”
“Halleluja Chorus”

“Funeral

(Stabat

Mater)...........0...5 Rossini
Spencer

(Messi

March”

Adams
Reyhoff
Haendel

Chopin

“The Palms’—Baritone solo by Mr. Fred. Thiefels. .. . Faure
“OQ Holy Night’ (Noel)—Violin, Cornet, and Piano. A. Adam
Rob’t Schenk, Violin; Fred. Moehring, Cornet;

Joseph Schlaudecker, Piano.
“Marche Pontificale”
The

Student

Orchestra rendered the following program

Gounod
of music at the

Oratorical Contest on March 16, the eve of St. Patrick’s s Day:
March—“The New Tipperary”
March—“Top

0’ the Mornin’ ”

Be sure to get a College Album

in June.
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Waltzes—“Sounds from Erin”
Intermezzo—“A Sprig of Shillalah”
Medley—“The Blue and the Gray”.............. Herndon
Cornet Solo—(a) “The Little Duchess”......... Le Brunn
(hy Phe Rosaiy ees
oc
e Nee
Fred Moebring.
March—“Finnigan’s Irish Band”..................Morse
RELIGIOUS NOTES.
THomMAS KEARNS, 713.

On Friday afternoon, March 4, the students assembled
jn the Institute chapel to attend the ceremonies of the Re-

Reception of
Promoters
faithful members

promoter’s office.

ception of Promoters. Twelve young men who have been
of the League of the Sacred Heart were elevated to the

In accordance with the usual custom, they received the

Rev. Lawrence Yeske, the
diploma and special badge of promotership.
to be faithful to their
members
the
encouraged
League,
the
of
director
The folmorning offering and their monthly Communion of reparation.
William, Seidensticker, William
lowing received the diploma of promoter:
Roemer, Albert Dorsten, Roscoe Morin, Edwin Bradmiller, Paul Agnew,

William

Fries,

George

Kuntz,

George

Gonzalez,. Joseph

Schlaudccker,

Albert Krusling, Philip Daugherty.

A Solemn High Mass was celebrated on the 19th of
March in honor of the patron of the Universal Church.
Rey. Father Meyer, the celebrant, gave an instruction on
the power of prayer to St. Joseph. “All religious societies have a special
devotion to this saint. To the Society of Mary he is a particular patron,
St. Joseph’s
Day

and

devotion

to him

has not

once

ceased

since the time

of the pioneer

Brothers, sixty years ago.”

Peter's
Fone

The students deserve credit for their generosity during
March. The donation for the support of the Holy Father

First High B has reached the highly
has risen to $18.48.
praiseworthy average of 18 cents. Eighth Grade A is still leading the Preparatory Department; its average this month is 13 cents.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
Chemical

Department.

It affords us pleasure to thank the Schoellkopf, Hartford & Hanna

Com-

pany, of Buffalo, N. Y., for a very neat and complete sample set of their
coal tar products and aniline dyes.
We likewise wish to extend our thanks to the Hon. Jas. W. Cox, M.

C.,

for the practical interest he has taken in the Department in procuring valuable documents from the U. 8. Geological Survey.
.
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M.
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Park

Entrance

This view is one of many groups that will be seen in the college album in June. Those who have had a “‘look-in’’ at
the album just in press say that the Exponent artist has turned out a classy album, the best St. Mary’s has ever had.
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R. Marcettus WaAaNeER, 710, Editor

St. Mary’s-43
Pere

The final game of the season was a brilliant one to witness.

We have always welcomed Piqua as a bunch of clean

Piqua High-21 and fast players, and this year was no exception. But it
was useless for them to try to stop the fierce onslaught of the Saints, who
outdid their opponents at every stage of the game.

St. Mary’s—43

Piqua High—21

Harrington-Quinlan

Sutton
Griffin-Janszen.

Bateman

.

Strattner

.F
‘

Goals—Brown (3), Geyer (2), Bateman
Sutton (5), Hart (5), Janszen (4), Griffin
lan (2).
Fouls thrown—St.

The line-up:

Chamberlain-Geyer
Brown
Munger
Levering

(2), Munger, Chamberlain,
(2), Harrington (2), Quin-

Mary’s, 3; Piqua, 3.
BASKET-BALL.

Another basket-ball season has gone down

in the annals of successful

sports at St. Mary’s.
The season closed March 5, with a-brilliant victory
over Piqua High.
The success of the season is due in a great measure to

the efforts of Coach Rev. Father O’Malley, through whose untiring efforts
the young athletes received a great amount of personal profit. By his able
work the team was held together, and despite numerous injuries they played

consistent ball all season.
Next in line for well-earned praise are the players themselves.
Captain
Strattner worked hard, and did his work as a captain should, always looking out for the-best interests of the team. He, with Hart, Schumacher and
Schmitt, were guards hard to beat. Harrington and Quinlan did excellent
work at center, and Griffin, Sutton, Janszen and Mahoney were great at

tossing the baskets from the forward positions.

Manager Vail should also

be given credit for the able manner in which he looked after the team, and

for the number of good teams he brought to St. Mary’s this season.

.
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On Wednesday evening, March 16, monograms were awarded to Captain
Strattner, James Harrington, Cornelius Quinlan, Ignatius Hart, Joe Sutton, James Griffin, Francis Schumacher and August Janszen.
Sweaters
were given to James Harrington, Joe Sutton and August Janszen.

The following is the record of games played:
St. Mary’s
St. Mary’s

:

Cedarville
Wittenberg

:

St. Mary’s

(4

Mary’s

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

Mary’s
Mary’s
Mary’s
Mary’s
Mary’s

Lebanon

.

University

Springfield High
University

Antioch College
Notre Dame

0

. Mary’s
St.

TRACK TEAM.

oe.

|

The long-looked-for and much-needed Track Team seems to be a fixture
at St. Mary’s from this year forward.
About fifty men answered Bro.
Binlein’s call for candidates early in March, and have been doing good
work under his capable guidance.
At the first meet, held on St. Patrick’s Day and concluded on St. Joseph’s
Day, the results obtained were very gratifying indeed.
Hart and Slick
were tied for first honors, each winning first place in three events.
The
winners of all the events were rewarded with prizes.
Although no records
were shattered, promising material was brought to light and all the partici-

pants deserve the praise of the student body.

All that is needed to make

the track team a certain fixture
operation of the students.

practice and

is some good

the hearty

co-

BASEBALL.

The first warm days of spring brought out about twenty-five candidates
for the baseball team. Of this number, eight are veterans, and with these
as the foundation, Bro. Nickol expects to round out a team which will be
capable. of filling to satisfaction the strong schedule arranged by Manager
Harrington.
SECOND

II. Division-113
vs.

The game
be

a

huge

with
joke.

DIVISION.

St. Andrews
All

looked

on March
for

a

close

3 turned out to
and

interesting

St. Andrews-10 | .trugele, but the city lads were not in it at any time.
113 points were made

possible by unerring

basket

shooting.

Clerkin,

The
al-
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though up against a big, beefy proposition, scored 32 field. goals.
other members played exceptionally well.

Al! the

Second Division—Roemer, 1.f.; Senn-Dorsten, r.f.; Clerkin, c.; KleinNeary, r.g.; Werder-Schneider, Lg.
St. ‘Andrews—Blakely, tf; - Holsapple, l.f.; Schneiger (capt.), ¢; Rudolph, r.g.; Graham, l.g.
>

League
Stencine

The league, after a Nard race, is at an end. The Panthers proved themselves able to make a fast finish and had

things their own way for the last month.
ished the season as follows:
Panthers

(Roemer,

Capt.)

:

Leopards (Clerkin, Capt.)
Tigers (Klein, Capt.)
Ravens (Dorsten, Capt.)

The teams finPer Cent.
. 666

j

555
500
444

Ree

Practice was begun early, and many names were handed
in as candidates for the Rep. team.
Prospects for the development of a fast team are very bright.
A league will
be formed, after Easter, of three teams, and these will battle for the pennant.
nek line-up of the Rep. team will probably be as follows:
Klein
(capt.), s.s.; Senn, p.: Werder, c.; Baerman, 1b.; Dorsten, 2b.; King, 3b. ;
Foeaeiy..1: f.;. Clerkin, c.f. ; Mahoney, Tass Neary, sub.
Baseball

-A.
THIRD

There’s some style to this bunch!

DORSTEN.

DIVISION.

Out of a series of 16 games played by

the First and Second Teains, only one game was Jost, and that was by the
Second Team to the Carlisle Juniors.
Il. Team-19
ve

In one of the most interesting struggles of the season,
the Second Team beat the fierce Mohawks..
KJem’s basket-

Mohawks-18

shooting and Eberle’s guarding were features.

Second Team—Wickham, Purpus, Dolan-Smith, Loeffler, Klem,
Mohawks—Decker, Zahn, Solimano, Sommers, Bergmeier.
It. Team-11

vs:
Carlisle Jrs.-20

The swift Carlisles put one over the Second

Eberly.

Team

in a

brilliant game on March 4. The Carlisle’s superior floor
work completely baffled the locals, and towards the end of
the game

had

little difficulty in scoring.

Second Team—Wickham-Smith, Klem, Purpus, Eberle, Loeffler.
Carlisles—Sacksteder-Hochwalt,

Paani

Blakely,

Schenk,

Bergmeier.
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The
League

The warwhoop of
place, for, from being
enemies to pieces, and
3, they landed on top victorious. The

the Ottawas was heard all over the
last before Christmas, they tore their
by winning 18 games and losing but
Apaches, however, were in the thick

in the fight, and it was only at the last moment that the tide of battle
turned.

The standing was as follows:

Class A.

:

Ottawas (Chief, Gross)
Apaches (Chief, Kranz)
Troquois

LD.

Per Cent.

fag
10

667
. 630

(Chief, Brown)

Comanches

445

(Chief, Gonzalez).....

20

Class B.

:

Hurons (Chief, Smith)
Shawnees (Chief, Purpus).......
Pequots (Chief, Wickham)
Mohawks (Chief, Klem)

15
:

. 260

D.

Per Cent.

630
B56:
542
. 260

12
GEO.

FOURTH

GONZALEZ.

DIVISION.

IV. Division-24 — March 3 the Fourth Division Regulars administered a
ae
stinging defeat to the Emmanuel School team in a fast
Emmanuel-14
and clever game of basket-ball. It was the Jast and no
doubt the fastest game the Regulars played this season.
Although our
opponents played a rough game, it did not prevent Captain Gladen from
putting up a star game as forward, while Reitemeier and Krusling assisted
in rendering the game fast and snappy.
Fourth Division—Gladen, r.f.; Reitemeier, 1.f.; Krusling, c.; Menninger,
r.g.; Morin, lg.
¥
Emmanuel—Sacksteder, 1.f.; Hochwalt, r.f.; Zolg, c.; Horstman, r.g.;
Schenk, l.g.

League
Standing

Basket-ball
Division

this

had
year.

a flourishing
Two

leagues

season
were

in

the

Fourth

successfully

ducted under the direction of the prefect.

(Gladen,

capt.)........

2
W.

(Burch,

capt.)..........

Cribs * (Miaiieh:<capt:) ses.
Pipers (Haw) Capt.) os esa oe
Elks (Burkhardt, capt.).........

a

8

&

capt.).......

». 750
.666

.166

19.

~

Pirates

(Krusling,

Per Cent.

8
+
3

cP

Haskells
Class B.

W.
9

©

Eurekas

capt.)......

(Reitemeier,

teat
So

was as follows:

Class A.
Shilohs

con-

The standing

Per Cent.
.833
. 666
5333
. 250
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F-xchanges
Avuaust

The

“Labarum,”

of Mt.

JANSZEN,

St. Joseph’s

711.

College, contains

in the March

issue some very good short stories having the plots cleverly set forth. “A
Yellow Chrysanthemum,” “A Golden Milestone,” and “A Mother’s Laullaby” form the interesting literary matter.
These are prettily interwoven

with short poems.

An essay on “English Ballads,” by Helen Cushman, is

also good, and the poems are well selected.
We

are pleased at having the opportunity to compliment

the editors of

the “Argos.” It is certainly an ideal high-school paper, and though there
are many good articles in so few pages, it promises to be a most noteworthy
journal in the near future.
The “Agnetian Quarterly” has again come-in our mail box, and lies
covered by others on our dask.
This is an ideal quarterly, and every one

excels in sublime poetry and historical essays.

‘Mount Vernon” is a good

sketch of Washington’s life, and shows that this great man, like other great

men, had a deep honor and love for mother.

We would like to see more

poetry and more essays in the following numbers.
The good old green and gold cover of the “Patrician” can be seen,
among many others, in our sanctum:
The Irish boys of Columbus show
forth their talents, and the school is to be complimented upon having in its
midst so many good writers.

The “Collegian” opens with a poem in honor of our hero, George Washington. ‘It brings back to our mind that he is the greatest of our countrymen in history, and we have not forgotten that he is also the Father of
Liberty.

“On the Road to Sequridad” was much appreciated by the readers of the
“Collegian.” The plot thickens and develops a little too rapidly, -but still
we can only expect that in any short story.

1 do not think that there are

many such as Bill Connelly and as lucky: as she; though we hear of —
daring cowboys of the West.
ee
We always enjoy the coming of the “Fleur de Lis.” The ebruney number, as well as other issues, has some very fine articles. An essay’ entitled
“The.Absence

of a Mother’s

Influence in the Tragedies

of Shakespeare,”

contains a very conceivable evidence of the love of a mother and child. We
can well understand that Shakespeare was an efficient and graceful writer

‘and composer, though we sometimes find him a.-cold, heartless father and
husband. All things considered, Shakespeare has certainly been the’ greatest
dramatist in the English ‘language.

s
wS>

THE COURAGE OF CHRIST, by REV. HENRY
delphia, Peter ‘Reilly. 1910.
127 pp., 50 cents net.
The
note

imitation

of

the

of Jesus

book

before

Christ

us

C. SCHUYLER,

is the essence of all striving after

is precisely

this

idea,

expressed

in

S.T.L.

holines.

the preface:

PhilaThe

“The

keyneces-

sity of striving to imitate our Saviour has been the great, pervading, predominant
theme in the spoken and written words of the Apostles and their successors from the
first sermon of St. Peter on Pentecost Sunday down to our own times.”
The particular
phase of Christ’s example described by our author is the conduct of the God-Man under
suffering.
Under the several headings, “Courage in Action,” “Courage in Mental Suffering,” and “Perseverance in Courage,” the author describes our Divine Model in an
inspiring and helpful manner.
The reader gains light and love and strength, as he
peruses

the

book

and

learns

to.“‘count

it all

joy”

to

suffer

with

Jesus

and

for

LASANCE.

New

York,

This

new

love

of

Him.
THE YOUNG
Brothers.
1910.
Whatever
passes

our

MAN’S GUIDE, by REV.
782 pp., cloth $0.75.

Father

Lasance

expectations.

writes

Covering

F.

X.

is attractive
a

space

of

and

500

original.

pages,

sparkling

with

Benziger
guide

sur-

widsom

and

earnest counsel, the zealous priest tells the young man how the shield of faith, the
helmet of hope, the breastplate of justice and girdle of self-ontrol well constitute “the
Panoply of War.”
In a second part, entitled “Conflict and Conquest,” the enemy is
pointed out, and how he may be conquered.
Then in the third are exhibited the virtues
that

ornament

“At

the

manhood

Parting

invaluable

for

of the

educators

in

Life’s

Ways.”
and

Journey.

The

directors

book
of

Lastly

closes
sodalities

the

with

vocation

question

prayers

and

young

men’s

and

is

treated

devotions.
societies.

It is
It

is

interesting and convincing, and would do more good than the yest pocket manuels, for
it will “accomplish the sanctification and salvation” of our frivolous American boys
and young men.
It ought to be widely circulated among the pleasure-loving young
men of our populous city parishes.

St.

THEOLOGY OF THE SACRAMENTS, by the VERY
Louis, B. Herder.
1910.
417 pp., $1.50.

REV.

P. POURRAT,

V.G.

None other than Father Pourrat, rector of the Theological Seminary of Lyons, is
The present volume
better fitted to give us the development of sacramentary dogma.
is a good translation of the third French
mental rites causing grace, have always

The sacra“Lex orandi, lex eredendi.”
original,
been used in the Church, and so each rite was ac-

companied by an explanation of its nature and effects.
But the systematic and philosophic forms of the sacramental rites did not evolve so quickly, owing to the discussions
Sacramentary theology was develof Trinitarianism, Christology, and Soteriology.
oped in the Middle Ages by the Scholastics, especially by the schools of Abelard, St.
Father Pourrat’s treatment is strictly historical with
Victor, and Peter Lombard.
this exception that at the opening of each chapter the Church’s teaching in the Council
In the seven chapters comof Trent is set down, and rightly so, to prevent confusion.
posing the book, he studies the Definition of Sacrament, Composition of the Sacramental
Rites, Efficacy of the Sacraments, Sacramental Character, Number, Divine Institution,
Intentions of the Minister and of the Recipient.
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Granted

rat has

that

given

translation

the

“history

us a clear

did

not

of

the

historical

appear

three

Sacraments

and

years

is

dogmatic

not
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fully

synthesis.

completed,’

We

only

Father

regret

Pour-

that

the

earlier.

THE BOOK OF EASTER.
With an Introduction by the Rt. Rev. W.
and Drawings by George Wharton Edwards.
New York, The MeMillan
1910.
246 pp., $1.25.

C. Doane.
Company,

The Book of Easter, in beautiful binding of gold and white, decorated with lilies, is
a conrypanion volume to “The Book of Christmas,” and has much to commend in it. It
is divided into three parts, “Before the Dawn,” “Easter Days,” “Easter Hymns.”
To
those we may add, “Easter Stories,” “Golden Trumpets,” “Awake, Thou That Sleepest.”
Some logicians, philosophers. and theologians may detect flaws and “warring elements”
here

and

there,

but

taken

generally

it pleases

and

even

here

and

there

edifies,

for

in-

stance the version of the “Stabat Mater” and “Dies Irae.”
The reprints from the
great masters are appropriate.
Let us add that the selections on “Spring” superabound
and

that

the

genuine

Christian

LA RESURRECTION
Beauchesne & Cie.
1910.
Father Mangenot
Testament Exegesis

tone

might

DE JESUS, by
404 pp., 3.50 fr.

of historical

and

REV.

accentuated.

2.

MANGENOT.

Paris,

Gabriel

while the Evangelical

pratique d’Apologetique.
His purpose is more
up the modern adversaries of this dogma in

literary critique.

Paul’s teaching of the Resurrection,
treated in the second part.
St. Paul

rection

more

is a consultor of the Biblical Commission and professor of New
at the Institut Catholique of Paris.
His latest book consists of

eight articles that appeared in the Revue
apologetic than exegetic, for he follows

the domain

be

That

explains

why

he first studies

St.

before the Gospel narratives which are especially
suffices to prove historically the fact of the Resur-

narratives

attest and

complete

it.

The

empty

tomb

and

the apparitions of the Risen Savior, present two irrefragable arguments and the Galilean and Hierosolymitic traditions complete each other and blend together.
Father
Mangenot directly and yictoriously refutes modern objections.
He is an apologist of
the first order.
The book closes with two appendices, one on the Crucifixion, the other

on the Ascension.

:

-LA VIEILLE MORALE A L’ECOLE, by REV. JOSEPH TISSIER,
Chartres Cathedral.
Paris, P. Téqui.
1910.
460 pp., 3.50 fr.

arch priest of

There is nothing banal or fatiguing in this collection of 56 discourses.
Though addressed to French college boys, and abounding in allusions to the situation francaise,

the underlying principles are easily applicable to all students.
Such titles as “You are
Gods,” “The Price of Life,” “‘The Son of the Virgin,” “No Clowns, but Men,” intimate
originality and solicit attention.
The discourses are grouped under four headings, 1)
Les principes, 2) Le modéle, 3) Lecons de choses, 4) Consignes chrétiennes. The preface contains portions of articles or discourses of Maurice Barrés and Albert de Mun.
France would be singularly blest if its numerous atheistic university students could be
penetrated with the deep truths exposed in Father Tissot’s discourses.
Let us add that
a very

strong

idealism

characterizes

his latest

production.

L°EUCHARISTIE ET LA PENITENCE, Durant Les Six Prémieres Siécles de’
l’Eglise, by G. RAUSCHEN, translated from the French into German by the Reverends Michael Decker and E. Ricard.
Paris, Victor Lecoffre, J. Gabalda & Cie.
1910.
245 pp., 3 fr.
Father Rauschen, professor of Catholic theology at- the university of Bonn, in this
work resumes the controversies that arise between Catholic and Protestant theologians

concerning the Sacraments of the Eucharist and Penance.
The work was-a difficult
one, and the professor had to examine ancient texts newly found and to take into
consideration. the achievements of the historic method.
His work exhibits erudition
and tact.
The translators nicely and faithfully reproduced the ideas of the author,
but do not, however, warrant all his conclusions.
Since the book is rather informative
than doctrinal, the translators added notes to complete or even to contradict the au-
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to.grasp incompletely

notes were submitted to Father Rauschen
LA
1910.
A

BIENHEUREUSE MERE
85 pp., 75 centimes.
solemn

triduum

was

held

BARAT,

January

the thought

by GABRIEL

27,

28,

and

29,

the foundress of the Madams of the Sacred Heart,
three discourses touching upon the Blessed Barat,
“La

Sainte.”

He

displays

in them

all

of French

authors.

before being put to press.

the

BILLOT.

1910,

at

Paris,

Orléans,

These

P. Tequi,

in

honor

of

at which Father Billot pronounced
““La Foundatrice,” ‘‘L’ Educatrice,”

emotion,

wisdom,

and

eloquence

that

mark

his Retraite du Chemin de la Croix. .This brochure shows at what cost the Blessed
Barat sanctified herself and her religious in order to assure Christian education to
thousands of young French girls.
THE TREASURE, by PAUL W. HATON.
New York, R. F. Fenno & Co.
1910.
410 pp., $1.50.
This is a powerful tale of the war of 1812.
The tragic events depicted resulted from
the quest of Captain Kidd’s buried treasures, their hidden receptacles adroitly revealed from old manuscripts which were found in an old desk, by the hero of the tale.
The lifting of the loot and the contention of the commander of H. M. B. Hero and
‘Capt. John Webster for the hand and heart of Dorothy Howard form the exciting insidents of a powerful romance, ending in the loss of the treasure for John. - He is more
than repaid by a more precious treasure, a true, noble hearted- woman dearer to a
virtuous

man

than

all

the

wealth

accumulated

by

the

famous

pirate.

is ably and: interestingly told and true to the historic incidents
infant nation challenged the then mistress of the known world.

The

entire

tale

recorded

when

our

CALEB TRENCH, by MARY IMLAY TAYLOR.
Boston, Little, Brown & Co.
1910.
300 pp., $1.50.
;
- This interesting tale centers about the efforts of a man, honest and upright in his
convictions but whom. environment in the land of cotton finds uncongenial owing to
Glass prejudice.
“His. efforts ‘to overcome hostility encountered forms exciting and
dramatic scenes ably depicted:
Caleb’s:love affair begun under such adverse circumstances

and

and

extremely

tantalizing

his idol’s wavering

between

for’an

honest

the traditions

heart

owing

of home

and

to

prejudice

kindred

and

-disdain

ant. ardent. desire

forms the never lacking interest of the story:
His efforts to obtain political and social recognition among a people amongst whom
rank prejudice was a festering cankerworm, will make the reader appreciate the strength
of character of the hero as well as enlist. his sympathy and at the same time cause

him to adinire the per fectly drawn
: THE RED HOUSE ON
Little, Brown & Company.

characters

of the gifted author.

ROWAN STREET, by ROMAN
1910.
313 pp., $1.50.

DOUBLEDAY.

Boston,

-Hugh Burton, as “ambassador” for his widowed sw ectheart, goes West to senciahibed
out ‘an. estrangement between her son and the girl he loy es. Burton starts forth on his
mission, meets the Underwood family, and learns from ‘the girl, that the sole cause of
the truce is a blot on the family escutcheon.
She-refuses to do. aught until the name

of Underwood is cleared from suspicion of guilt.
Doctor Underwood, her father, and
her brother, Henry, are suspected _ of crimes repeated,at intervals duatke the past six
years,

crimes.

The

story

_ Robberies,

centers

on Burton's,

efforts

, to

blackmailing, , incendiarisms,

get

to

the

bottom

.of

ete., all point to the

these

baffling

Underwoods,

though nothing stronger than circumstantial evidence is against them.
The doctor
and family suffer greatly under the cloud. Interest. and curiosity as to the real perpetrator of the dastardly work is kept~tip by the’ *author until the close.
Burton keeps

at the work and with the assistance of the “force ‘who. had hitherto

suspicioned the

Underwoods aids in landing the real criminal, a member of the household.
As ambassador, Burton learns that his mission has been a failure, but is soon perfectly resigned
to his failure as he wins the prize himself:
The Red House on Rowan Street is well
written,

has

an

interestingly

complex

plot,

a

still more

and the story is SO W ell’ handled that one reluctantly

interesting

character

study,

leaves the large volume unfinislied
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at one reading.
The reader unconsciously warms up as the tale of the Underwoods
entangles, and the personal interest felt in the maligned characters deepens to that of
Burton himself.
CAPTAIN TED, by MARY T. WAGGAMAN.
New York, Benziger Bros.
1910.
199 pp., $0.60.
The tale opens with a chapter showing Captain Ted at college.
The first few months
of the year are abruptly brought to a close by the serious illness of his father.
Ted
becomes acquainted
he seeks a position

at the depot with
and does well in

Dolly and her father, “Jack.”
Arrivi ing at
supporting the family.
As errand boy he

home
inno-

cently becomes implicated in passing counterfeit money.
“Jack” looms up and saves
the boy.
He offers Herron Hall, a cottage at the seashore, for Ted’s father to recuperate.
The hall proves true to its reputation and is haunted.
Strangely enough the
haunting beings have been meet before in real life by our Captain Ted.
The entire
story is well told, and is a treat for nll, even for those who think that plots for
juvenile minds are worn out.
THE ESCAPADES OF CONDY CORRIGAN, by CAHIR HEALY.
Techny, Ill,
Society of the Divine Word.
1910.
172-pp., $0.50.
Mr. Cahir Healy has given us in the volume entitled The Escapades of Condy Corrigan

a tale

of the pranks

of an

Irish

lad.

To

many

minds

a book

worked

out

on

the

foregoing lines would fail to meet the approval of librarians; but we assure our readers
that the book has a purpose.
This little volume is one of many that we would like to
see, as it will aid materially in preserving the folk-lore of Ireland handed down
forefathers.
Ireland is rich in its tales of the merry wits and prankful lads and

wisps.

_ that

We

would

intelligent

be pleased

readers

will

to read more

see

more

of Mr.

behind

the

Healy’s

tales, and

Escapades

of

we

Condy

the mere tale of boyish pranks.
The series of stories are all told in the
uine old Irish tales heard from our grandfathers.

by our
will-o’-

feel confident
Corrigan

than

style of. gen-

A BROTHER’S SACRIFICE, by ALOYSIUS J. EIFEL, adapted from the Works
of A. Juengst.
Techny, Ill., Society of the Divine Word.
1910.
222 pp., $0.50.
The story opens with a tale of the love of Joseph HWichof and his sweetheart Mariann.
Joseph entered military service for three years, and on his rturn learns that his
brother, Joachim, has sued the hand and won the heart of Mariann.
Some years later
Joachim has an altercation with a peasant and kills him.
Joseph rushes to the aid
..

of

the

injured

man,

and

is sentenced

to

life

imprisonment

on

circumstantial

evidence.

Joseph knows of his brother’s guilt, but suffers in silenee out of love for Mariann and
her children.
It is only after fifteen years that Joachim attests the innocence of his
brother, the case,of a death: -bed |‘repentance. ‘ Joseph is freed, but having been. seriously
injured shortly ; before ‘the news, he returns to the Eichof home to die under the tender
care of Mariann.
The tale is a sad story, — eroeeonany well told.
LEGENDS OF THE CITY OF MEXICO, by THOMAS A. JANVIER. New York,
Harper & Brothers.
1910.
165 pp., $1.30.
These quaint old legends of Mexico by Thomas A. Janvier are fonudia on ee superstitious beliefs and folk-lore of a very imaginative people.
The veracity of each tale
may. be called into question.
‘True, some are founded on historical facts, but possibly perverted and misrepresented.
The specious allusions made to the Virgin Mother: of
God are grotesque and fantastical, almost bordering on-blasphemy.
Readers of unprejudiced mind can scarce believe that the otherwise. gifted writer would hold up to
ridicule the ‘belief in the supernatural of a Catholic people and:call into question the
moral standard of their clergy by such ludicrous tales having their source in the gossip of threé or four antiquated females with whom the paihors: wife stood in fnendly:
relationship.
ATONED,

1910.

That
where

by

REV.

238 pp., $0.50.

8.A.

REUDTER.

truth and honesty will always demand
the

hero

is made

to suffer

untold

Techny,

IIl.,

recognition

hardships

at

the

Society

of

Divine

is ably depicted

hands

of relatives

Word.

in this tale
whom

pride
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interests.

Through

the fires of tribulations the virtues

of the young hero shine forth radiantly as so many meteors
God’s own good time by the love of a noble hearted maiden and

and he
through

continued success.
“Two Christmas

moral

the

evil

effects

Eves,”

of bad

in

the same

companionship.

volume,
After

is a powerful

years

of

vice

and

is rewarded in
her he achieved

tale

exemplifying

debauchery

the

appear-

ance of his gray-haired, heart-broken mother, whom his wicked deeds had brought to
“an early grave, gave the young man a last ray of God’s grace just before death closed
his

eyes,

after

seventeen

years

of debauchery.

It is a well-written

story.

THE QUEEN OF MAY, by PLACID HUAULT, S.M.
London, R. & T. Washbourne, Ltd., New York, Benziger Brothers.
1909.
247 pp., 90 cents, net.
Our blessed Mother’s servants will write about her, though each succeeding writer
feels—and generally tells his readers—that there is hardly a pretense of saying something new. or something that others have not said better.
But with St. Brnard we
remember that “of Mary there is never enough,” and we hail each new token which
devout

and

enthusiastic

The

book

before

The

material

worshipers

is taken

from

servants will find in “The
of

May

devotions.

to those charged
month of May.

of

our

Queen

are

us is a collection of meditations

The

with

the author’s

Queen

larger

of May”

arrangement

conducting

treatise,

a welcome

ought

services

pleased

for each

to

prove

in honor

““The

lay

Mother

addition
very

to

at

Her

feet.

day of the month
of Jesus.’”?

of May.
Mary’s

to the existing literature

convenient

of the Mother

and

of God

serviceable

during

the

OUR FAITH IS A REASONABLE
FAITH, translated from the German of E.
Huch, by M. Bachur.
Techny, Ill., Society of the Divine Word.
1910.
272 pp.
The object and scope of this book is well expressed in the following from the Preface :
“In refuting unbelief and
in defending
the faith
many
learned
books
and
smaller
treatises have been written.
Still the learned books are mostly too learned and not
clear or intelligible to every one.
.
..
I havé attempted to write a defense of

our
It

holy faith in a connected,
remains

only

out his purpose, and
treated” subject.

to

be

added

generally
that

has produced

intelligible, and convincing manner

the

a more

author

than

has

succeeded

admirably

and
in

form.”
carrying

usually interesting treatise on a “much

LIFE'S LITTLE DAY, by D. J. SCANNELL O'NEILL.
Techny, Ill.
Society of
the Divine Word.
1910.
7S pp., paper, 15 cents; cloth, 25 cents.
A collection of precious little sayings showing the intimate though often forgotten
connection between our daily actions and eternity.
Among the contributors figure
names that are famous the world over.
The compact form and substantial binding of
the book made it a handy pocket companion.
NEW
PRACTICAL
REFERENCE
LIBRARY.
Edited and published by the
Dum Brothers, Columbus, Ohio.
6 volumes, $21.60.
This work came to our notice some few weeks ago and ever since its introduction
at St. Mary’s Institute has added new zest to the work of composition, geography,
history. and biography.
No school text can possibly hold all that might be said on a
given subject, hence the need of encyclopedias.
In the staff of associate editors appear
the names of at least fifty prominent educators of all parts of the United States.
The
editors are to be complimented for the success with which they carried out their aims
as set forth in the Preface.
Apart from the consideration of its intrinsic merit and
the practical utility to be derived from it by the young student, the Reference Library
deserves special mention for the end it achieves in teaching the student at an early
age how to use a library as a store-house of knowledge.
An ad. found in the pages of
the EXPoNENT shows lucidly how the volumes are serviceable for all classes of people.

